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Abstract
The performances of the longitudinal sensing and control system of the Virgo
gravitational wave detector are described. This system is able to stably main-
tain the RMS residual fluctuation of the interferometer longitudinal degrees of
freedom around or below 10−11 m, compatible with the original Virgo require-
ments. Moreover the detector sensitivity is not limited by longitudinal control
noise at any frequency. Indeed the noise re-introduced by the longitudinal con-
trol system does not affect the Virgo design sensitivity.
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1. Introduction
The Virgo gravitational wave detector [1], located at the EGO site near Pisa
in Italy, is a power-recycled Michelson interferometer with 3-km long Fabry-
Perot resonant cavities in the two arms. Any gravitational signal will be de-
tected as a differential change of optical length of the arms proportional to the
signal amplitude h = δL/L. All mirrors are suspended to high-performance
multistage passive isolation systems (the super-attenuators [2]) designed to re-
duce the contribution of ground micro-seismic motion to mirror displacement.
It ensures a good sensitivity to gravitational waves down to 10 Hz. The input
laser beam is provided by a 20 W Nd:Yag laser with a wavelength of 1.064 µm.
Before entering the main part of the interferometer, it passes through an input
mode cleaner (IMC) to filter its transverse mode and reduce jitter. A scheme
of the Virgo detector is shown in fig. 1.
The first Virgo Science Run (VSR1) took place starting on May 18th 2007
and ending in October 1st 2007. During this period the interferometer ran in
a controlled and stable configuration with the best possible sensitivity achieved
in that period. Scientific data was collected in coincidence with the three LSC
detectors [3].
After the end of the run, commissioning activities restarted and continued
until June 2008, resulting in a large improvement of the detector sensitivity.
Starting from June 2008 a programmed shutdown started to begin the imple-
mentation of minor detector improvements to move towards the Virgo+ config-
uration. The detector is expected to be back in operation for a second science
run in the middle of 2009.
2. Longitudinal control
The task of bringing the interferometer from an uncontrolled configuration
to the final operating state is usually called lock acquisition. Indeed the response
of the system is linear with respect to the mirror motion only in a limited range
(about 10 nm) around the operating point, which is defined by the resonance
conditions inside the interferometer cavities. In Virgo the lock acquisition is
based on the variable finesse technique which has been already described in [4].
This paper deals with the characterization and performances of the longitudinal
and control system when the detector runs in steady state configuration.
The distances between all suspended mirrors must be kept fixed with sub-
nanometer accuracy, maintaining the correct resonance conditions of the laser
field inside the interferometer cavities to ensure the maximum enhancement in
the detector sensitivity. The free motion of the mirrors, under local control
systems, is of the order of 1 µm. Hence the necessity of a global longitudinal
sensing and control system, capable of extracting length information from the
laser fields.
Corrections are applied to mirror by means of coil-magnets actuators: mag-
nets are attached to the rear face of each mirror and coils to a recoil mass,
both suspended to the same mass at the bottom of the super-attenuator chain
3
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Figure 1: Optical scheme of the Virgo interferometer. The main output beams are: B1 is
the main anti-symmetric port, B2 is the interferometer reflection, B5 is the pick-off beam
from the secondary face of the beam splitter, B7 and B8 are the transmission of the two arm
Fabry-Perot cavities.
(the marionette). In this way a force can be applied to the mirror without re-
introducing seismic noise through coils attached to ground. A similar control
is implemented also at the level of the marionette and of the very top super-
attenuator stage. In this way a hierarchical control of the mirror longitudinal
motion is possible.
The technique used in Virgo, as well in all other similar experiments, is based
on frontal modulation [5], an extension of the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [6].
The main laser beam is phase modulated, before being injected inside the main
interferometer, at 6 MHz and 8 MHz. The carrier and resulting radio-frequency
sideband fields behave differently inside the interferometer: at the operating
point the carrier is resonant inside the arm cavities, resonant inside the power-
recycling cavity and undergoes destructive interference at the anti-symmetric
port (dark fringe condition). The 6 MHz sidebands are resonant in the power
recycling cavity but not in the arm cavities. The difference between the two
short Michelson arms (the distances between the beam splitter and the two input
mirrors) is called Schnupp asymmetry. It is about 0.8 m to give a significant
transmission of 6 MHz sidebands to the anti-symmetric port. Finally the 8 MHz
sidebands are resonant nowhere and therefore they are reflected by the entire
interferometer.
4
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Many photo-detectors are placed on all the main output beams, see fig. 1.
The output of each photo-detector is demodulated at 6 MHz to extract signals
proportional to the various longitudinal degrees of freedom motions. The only
photo-detector demodulated at 8 MHz is the one placed on the interferometer
reflection.
The optical distances between the mirrors are usually expressed in terms of
the physical degrees of freedom to be controlled [7]: the common and differential
relative change of the two arm cavity lengths (CARM and DARM respectively);
the differential motion of the short Michelson interferometer arms (MICH); the
power recycling cavity length (PRCL):
DARM = LNI−NE − LWI−WE
CARM =
LNI−NE + LWI−WE
2
MICH = LBS−NI − LBS−WI
PRCL = LPR−BS +
LBS−NI − LBS−WI
2
Any CARM motion is equivalent to a laser frequency shift, therefore the con-
trol is implemented in such a way that the laser frequency follows the fluctuation
in the mean cavities length (second stage of frequency stabilization SSFS [8]), as
sensed by the in-phase 6 MHz demodulation of the beam splitter pick-off beam
B5. To prevent the cavities to move freely in their common mode, an additional
control is implemented: the common mode of the two arms is controlled by
maintaining the laser frequency resonant inside a rigid reference cavity (RFC)
placed on a pick-off beam in transmission of the input mode cleaner. This is
the mechanical CARM control to which this paper refers later on.
The other auxiliary degrees of freedom are controlled with feedback systems
using error signals coming from different ports: PRCL is controlled with the
quadrature demodulated signal from B5; MICH using the 8 MHz in-phase de-
modulation of the interferometer reflected beam B2; DARM using the in-phase
signal of the dark fringe B1 demodulated at 6 MHz. The latter is clearly also
the main gravitational wave channel.
To maintain the system inside the linear response range, the residual fluc-
tuation of all degrees of freedom must be maintained below maximum total
RMS values, which are listed in tab. 1. These affect mainly the very low fre-
quency bands, below 5 Hz, where the main real residual mirror motions are
concentrated. More stringent requirements inside the detection band (frequen-
cies above 10 Hz) come from the need that the noise re-introduced there must
be lower than the detector sensitivity.
To further reduce the coupling of auxiliary degree of freedom control systems
to the main gravitational channel, noise subtraction techniques are used, in a
feed-forward-like manner. They are explained in more details later on in this
paper.
5
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D.O.F. Requirements [m] Accuracy [m]
VSR1 May 2008
DARM 3 · 10−11 3 · 10−12 1 · 10−15
PRCL 2 · 10−10 3 · 10−11 1 · 10−12
MICH 5 · 10−10 8 · 10−11 3 · 10−11
CARM 4 · 10−8 2 · 10−8
Table 1: Requirements and obtained performances of the longitudinal control loops in terms
of residual total RMS motion of the main degrees of freedom.
Figure 2: Scheme of the longitudinal control loops: G is the unknown optical matrix, S is the
sensing matrix, F is the set of control filters, D is the driving and actuator matrix.
3. Control system characterization
The longitudinal control system characteristics and performances can be
measured adding a suitable external perturbation to the error or control signal
of the four loops [7, 10]. Several transfer functions can be measured in this way.
Assuming the noise to be added to the error point, the transfer function from
the signal immediately after to immediately before the addition point gives an
estimate of the open loop gain of the system, and allows characterizing the noise
suppression and stability performances [13].
The most interesting measurement that can be obtained in such a way is the
optical matrix of the interferometer, namely the set of all transfer functions from
degree of freedom motions to photo-diode outputs. Clearly the measurement
must be performed in closed-loop configuration, that is with all the longitudinal
loop active and the interferometer in its low noise operating configuration. The
effect of the control system must be correctly modeled and factorized out from
the raw measurements.
Referring to fig. 2, the longitudinal control loops can be divided in four main
parts:
• the unknown response of the interferometer (from one d.o.f. motion to
one photo-diode output) is given by the optical matrix G;
6
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Figure 3: Scheme of the longitudinal loops involved in the noise subtraction technique. The
effect of the DARM and auxiliary loops are modeled with their optical transfer functions F1
and FM and with the corresponding corrector filters G1 and GM .
• the photo-diode signals are mixed together and normalized with a known
sensing matrix S;
• the resulting error signal for each d.o.f. is passed through a separate
control filter: the filtering matrix F is therefore a known diagonal one;
• finally the correction signals for all degrees of freedom are sent in known
ratios to various mirror actuators: the driving matrix contains these split-
ting coefficients as well as the actuator response functions.
To measure the optical matrix, an external perturbation n was added to each
error signal separately and the set of transfer functions A from n to the signal
immediately after the injection point was measured. This transfer function is
given by the simple equation:
A = (1− SGDF )−1 (1)
which can be inverted to yield the optical matrix as a function of the measure-
ment and of all the known control system parameters:
G = S−1
(
1−A−1)F−1D−1 (2)
This kind of measurement has been repeated routinely during all the science
run and allowed a precise reconstruction of the interferometer optical matrix
between about 10 and few hundreds Hz. The resulting optical matrix showed
small frequency dependences apart from the Fabry-Perot cavity pole at about
500 Hz. Therefore the optical matrix can be summarized as a set of simple
numbers:
eDARM
ePRCL
eMICH
eCARM
 =

770 31 0.90 8.1
0 0.068 0.033 0
0 0.021 0.71 0
0 0 0 5.0


zDARM
zPRCL
zMICH
zCARM

7
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where e and z denote respectively the photo-diode error signal and the motion
of each degree of freedom. All numbers are in W/µm, except those in the last
row which are in V/µm. Some of the matrix elements are zero, meaning that the
coupling was so small that it was not detectable given the maximum possible
external perturbation. The typical uncertainties on the optical matrix elements
is smaller than 10%.
These results shows a good decoupling of the DARM error signal from the
other auxiliary degrees of freedom. On the contrary the MICH and PRCL
ones are largely coupled. This possible problem is solved by enforcing a gain
hierarchy of the two loops: the PRCL control loop has a significantly higher
gain than the MICH one: therefore inside the MICH loop active band-width the
PRCL residual motion can be neglected and the two signals are automatically
decoupled by the control system.
From these measurements it was possible to estimate the locking accuracy,
that is the total RMS of the residual degree of freedom motions, see tab. 1.
Already during the science run the accuracy met the requirements with large
safety margins. The commissioning activities carried out after the end of VSR1
allowed to obtain much better accuracies. This was the result of many im-
provements: the reduction of error signal noise; the implementation of control
filters with higher low frequency gain; the improvements of the low frequency
suspension control. The latest performances of the longitudinal control system
in terms of accuracy is also shown in tab. 1.
4. Noise couplings to gravitational channel
The most stringent requirements on the longitudinal sensing and control
system come from the requirement that the residual motion of the auxiliary
degrees of freedom does not contribute to limit the detector sensitivity. In other
words the longitudinal control noise must be kept below the measured noise
curve.
The contribution of each longitudinal control loop to the gravitational wave
channel noise can be measured using the linear noise projection technique [9].
In brief, an external perturbation is again added inside one of the loops (to
the error signal in the Virgo configuration) and the transfer function from after
the perturbation point to the gravitational channel is measured. This transfer
function can be used, outside the active band-width of the loop, to project
the error signal noise in normal state to the main channel. This procedure is
completely automated in Virgo and it has been performed routinely during the
entire science run [12]. Typical results are shown in fig. 4.
The coupling of auxiliary loop noises turned out to be very large and indeed it
would be the dominant source of gravitational channel noise below 300-400 Hz.
To overcome this problem, noise subtraction techniques have been very effi-
ciently implemented in Virgo for all three auxiliary degree of freedom [11]. In
general, referring to fig. 3, the residual motion of one auxiliary degree of freedom
couples directly to the gravitational channel with an unknown transfer function
G21. An additional frequency dependent coupling α is added inside the control
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system, at the level of the driving part. The final goal is to tune α as well as
possible to cancel the intrinsic noise coupling. This is indeed possible since the
main dark fringe signal can be written as
b = − 1
1 +G1F1
(αG1 +G21)F2e′ (3)
where e′ is the total noise in the auxiliary loop error signal. Adding an external
perturbation N to this point, it is possible to measure with very good accuracy
the transfer function to the gravitational channel and to compute the optimal
value of the noise subtraction coefficient. The tuning is performed in an iterative
manner: the first measurement is done with α = 0. An estimate of a new alpha is
obtained simply inverting eq. 3. The measurement is repeated with the new α in
operation and a refinement is found again inverting eq. 3. This iterative scheme
converges quite rapidly to a good estimate of the noise subtraction coefficient:
going from scratch to the final results takes normally no more than 3 iterations.
The analysis of the long term stability of the noise subtraction performances
showed that the frequency dependence of α is constant with an accuracy better
than 1/1000, while the global gain can change up to 10%, with typical slow
variations on a time scale of hours. This is understood considering that the shape
is determined by differences in the electro-mechanical response of the DARM
and MICH actuators, while the gain is mainly driven by optical parameters of
the detector, such as the arm cavity finesses, which can change with slow trends.
To cope with this effect and to maintain a performant noise subtraction over
long periods, a slow servo system has been implemented to continuously adjust
the subtraction gain. It uses as error signal the demodulation of a calibration
line added on purpose to the auxiliary degree of freedom corrections. It corrects
for the noise subtraction gain with a time scale of minutes. This band-width
proved to be sufficient in all standard conditions, since no faster variations of
the noise coupling has ever been observed.
This technique has been implemented before the science run for the MICH
and PRCL degrees of freedom, and afterward for the CARM one. After the end
of VSR1, the MICH noise subtraction was able to reduce the normal noise cou-
pling by a factor about 1000 between 10 and 200 Hz, putting the corresponding
control noise well below the measured sensitivity and at a level compatible with
the design one. Similar noise subtractions have been implemented for PRCL
and CARM, with less efficiency: PRCL noise is reduced by more than a fac-
tor 10 between 50 and 300 Hz and CARM noise by a factor 100 between 3 and
80 Hz. These performances were all sufficient to avoid longitudinal control noise
to limit the detector sensitivity at any frequency.
5. Conclusions
The longitudinal sensing and control system of the Virgo detector proved to
be very stable and robust during all the duration of the first Virgo science run,
allowing maintaining a continuous operation of the interferometer for as long as
90 hours and total duty cycle of 84%.
9
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Figure 4: Measured contribution of auxiliary loop control noises to the detector sensitivity.
On the left the typical performances obtained during VSR1, on the right the typical one on
April 2008. The curves are grey at those frequencies where the noise coupling was so low that
it was not possible to measure it.
The performances have been analyzed both in terms of locking accuracy
and noise re-introduction. The measured accuracy was well below the original
requirements: after the post-run commissioning improvements the three main
longitudinal degrees of freedom (DARM, MICH and PRCL) showed a residual
RMS motion lower than 5 · 10−11µm, with a DARM accuracy of 10−15µm.
Finally, the contribution of longitudinal control noise has been largely re-
duced in the post-run commissioning period, allowing the Virgo detector to run
without being limited by it at any frequency. This has been possible mainly
through the optimization of noise subtraction techniques, which allowed a re-
duction of a factor 1000 of noise coupling during normal operations.
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